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Abstract— The topic of this paper is energy efficiency. The 

basis of the research questions are the control loops in continuous 

technology. „Which solution is the most energy efficient?” A 

pump which can be switched on-off and then the flow regulated 

by a stepless valve, or a pump which’s rotation speed is 

controlled by a variable frequency drive (VFD) where the valve is 

100% opened and has only a safety purpose? Or is it better to 

emit the valve to reduce pressure loss? However many more 

questions exist. Is it possible to decide between the two types of 

control loops only by energy efficiency or is it necessary to 

consider other aspects such as maintenance, reliability, reaction 

time or even redundancy? The research takes place at the 

University of Miskolc using a continuous technology demo system 

in which the first mentioned control loop is set up.  

Keywords— continuous technology, electric energy savings, 3 

phase pump, measurement of electric energy usage, VFD, VFD 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Just as improvements in energy production, the efficient 
usage of this energy is a vital component for the survival of 
humanity whether this improved usage happens in private 
homes, hotels or in vast industrial complexes. The optimal rate 
of development is bit by bit but in a constant manner. This is 
the motivation why I came up with the research and paper topic 
of energy efficiency. As an electrical engineer I wanted to 
study a potential energy consuming application in the industry 
which application has many unexploited possibilities. This is 
the usage of variable frequency drives (VFD) – also known as 
variable speed drives (VSD) – instead of choking with stepless 
valves in the control loops of the industry of continuous 
technology. 

With this research I make an attempt to prove the efficiency 
of VFDs. Moreover my further goal is to become familiar with 
the technology of VFDs and the usage of the measurement of 
energy consumption. 

I am going to study the electrical energy consumption in 3 
different cases. First of all the discretely controlled pump with 
the regulated pump. The second version is another pump 
regulated by the variable frequency drive with a 100% open 
valve and the discretely switched case with the second pump 

attached to the VFD and then regulated by the valve. Having 
these 3 different methods I will be able to tell if the new system 
is more efficient than the old and also state if a pump regulated 
by a VFD is more efficient than the exact same pump provided 
with the rated voltage choked by a valve (which is more than 
probably true) 

Because of delays in ordering however the ordered VFD is 
not available at the time of the submission of the paper 
therefore I explain the plan and preparations of the research. I 
do this in order to make others interested in the topic of VFDs 
and according to the outline of the conference to gain useful 
and fundamental information about the implementation of the 
research. 

II. VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE  

In June, 1993 (In Budapest, Hungary) in an IEEE 
conference it was claimed that variable frequency drives might 
will have a massive impact on industrial automatization. That 
time it was only an assumption that the development of these 
devices are possible due to achievements in the fields of 
semiconductor and microprocessor technology and other vital 
areas related to VFDs. [1]. Though the author for that paper 
had only 3 references – out of which 2 were his very own 
previous works –, the third one is more than interesting. This is 
a paper from 1984 which is about early VFDs. It claims that 
usage of such devices dates back to approximately 50 years 
before 1984 [2]. Many years after these 2 papers in a journal 
published in 2012 it can be read that there are many possible 
and potential areas of application of VFDs in order to reach a 
way more efficient usage of electricity [3]. What is more we 
can learn from this paper that „pumping systems account for 
nearly 20% of the world's energy consumption by electric 
motors and 25–50% of the total electrical energy usage in 
industrial facilities.” [3] Besides these there are the HVAC 
systems (Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning) (15-40% 
possible energy savings), compressor systems (more than 30% 
savings), AC and DC motors. In the case of ventilators it is 
important to mention that the usage of VFDs greatly increase 
the lifespan. While we can read that initial costs can be huge, 
these investments return in less than 3 years (and since 2012 
these investment costs have decreased) thanks to the low 
maintenance costs, energy efficient resource usage, low starting 
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current, lowered thermal and mechanic stress. Above all of this 
VFDs have an inbuilt motor safety function, lower the chance 
of valve malfunction caused by cavitation, lower the 
maintenance costs on pipes and valves. Either in this journal  or 
in the document written by Filtrex Inc. [4] or almost anywhere 
were we can read about applying VFDs [5], we can read about 
significant electric energy consumption reductions. For 
example in reference [4] it is claimed that „reducing a fan's 
speed by 20% can reduce its energy requirements by nearly 
50%” 

In the many times mentioned journal from 2012 a 6 pulse 
VFD of 200Hp (horse power) costs $31000, while nowadays a 
device with this specification can be bought for only 1/5 of 
this cost [6]. Therefore the present clearly shows that usage of 
VFDs are efficient. Based on this we can also have an 
assumption about the future. The cost of these devices are 
expected to further decrease, stepless valves will probably be 
replaced by VFDs sooner or later. 

III. DEVICES USED IN CONTROL LOOPS 

A. Grundfos UPS 25-60 circulating pump [7] 

In the continuous technology demo system available for me 
there are 6 Grundfos UPS 25-60 circulating pumps installed, 
these are not produced anymore. These single-phase supply 
devices have 3 different power operation levels in which they 
consume 45/65/90W using respectively 0.2/0.3/0.4A. In level 3 
they are able to reach the volume flow of 600l/h used in most 
of the operations therefore they are almost always used with 
this setting. Their cooling is happens with the flowing medium, 
they don’t have other cooling mechanism therefore they are 
vulnerable to dry running. 

B. Pedrollo PQ 60 pump [8] 

Contrary to the Grundfos pumps mentioned above the 
Pedrollo PQ 60 pump has a three-phase supply. This wiring 
can be either in delta- or star-connection. While the highest 
power level of the Grundfos pump is 90W, the Pedrollo PQ 
60’s rated power is 370W (and it has a rated coil current of 
1.15A based on the documentation, however on the device 2A 
is written). This higher power is justified by the flow rate 
written on it: 5-40l/min – despite this the documentation says 
the pump is capable of even 90l/minutes. In the demo system 
this high volume flow will not be used as the pipes are not 
designed for such high rates. The reason for this 3 phased 
pump to be required is to make it possible to change the flow 
rate with the variable frequency drive. 

C. The VFD: JASKAWA CIMR-JCBA0003BAA [9] 

Obviously it is necessary to have a VFD for the research. 
Choosing the correct type of VFD for the Pedrollo PQ60 was 
based on the pump’s input current and power. With more than 
sufficient. It generates a maximum of 3*230VAC output out of 
1*230VAC input. In heavy duty it is capable of a 0.55kW and 
a 3.0A output and in normal duty these numbers are 
respectively 0.75kW and 3.5A. (The reference claims different 
powers but the real device has the ones stated here based on 
OMRON JZAB0P4BAA [10] – which I have originally 
ordered). The difference between the two duties are the 
question of torque in the driven device in this case a pump. If 

the torque is more or less constant then it is considered to be 
heavy duty but if the full torque is required only on the rated 
speed. As usual with pumps I had to consider the normal duty 
values. The VFD will be switched on and off and will be 
controlled with 4..20mA analogous signals from the DeltaV. 
As usual the VFD will have to be parametrized accordingly to 
the Pedrollo pump. 

D. Baumann Little Scotty 24000 and Fisher FIELDVUE 

DVC2000 [10] [11] 

The Baumann 24000 normally closed (NC) pneumatic 
valve and Fischer FIELDVUE DVC2000 digital valve 
controller with E/P converter (electric to pneumatic signal 
converter) are elements in every operation in the research. The 
valve controller communicates with the DeltaV through HART 
protocol and converts the 4..20mA signals to 0..100psi 
considering the pressure in the flowing fluid. 

E. CIAO 25/1850, OL1850 compressor [12] [13] 

The CIAO 25/1850 oil-free compressor provides the 
compressed air necessary for the valve to be operational. It’s 
motor’s power is 1.1kW. The compressor operates based on a 
hysteresis: when switched on it compresses air on the tank 
from 1 to its maximum capacity 8bar then it stops, waits for the 
pressure to drop until 6bar then it switches on again and from 
this point it works cyclically. It’s mostly required when the 
flow regulation is done by the valve, in the other cases the 
valve has to be 100% opened. In this static situation the amount 
of compressed air is almost constant, only minor leakages 
cause pressure drop in the tank. 

IV. PREPARATIONS 

A. Passive usage of compressed air 

In order to accurately measure the energy usage the system 
has to be checked for issues. One major issue is the leakage of 
the pneumatic system. Although there are leakages in real 
industrial environments as well but I try to minimize this effect 
to be able to focus on the main questions. In the original 
configuration the demo system has 4 pneumatic resource 
consumers which are the 4 valves. There is a filter also built 
into the system but it has neither active neither passive 
consumption. 

1) Examination in idle state 
After switching on the compressor with the valves being in 

their initial closed state (unpressurized) I measured the time of 
the previously described 6-8-6bar interval cycles. For the 
purpose of minimization of measurement errors I measured 
many cycles over an hour and then used averaging. Since the 
trial cycles happened to be around 10 minutes I considered the 
measurements to be correct enough with a rounding to whole 
seconds. Having these preconsiderations I measured 1 hour 7 
minutes 57 seconds (4077s) as 7 cycles, hence 1 cycle was 
4077𝑠/7 ≈ 582𝑠 (9 minutes 42 seconds). In one 6-8-6bar 
cycle it took 86 seconds in average for the compressor to 
increase the pressure in the tank from 6bar to 8bar. Calculating 
the energy usage for one cycle: 86𝑠 ∗ 1.1𝑘𝑊 = 94,6𝑘𝐽. In one 

cycle the ratio of time spent with filling the tank is: 
86𝑠

582𝑠
≈

14.78%. Thus in 1 hour in average the compressor works 
60𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗ 14.78% ≈ 8.86𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠, now changing this into 
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seconds and multiplying with the power 8.86
𝑚𝑖𝑛

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
∗ 60

𝑠𝑒𝑐

𝑚𝑖𝑛
∗

1.1𝑘𝑊 ≈ 585
𝑘𝐽

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
 we get the averaged energy usage for an 

hour. This value, considering the 0.37kW pump to work on full 

load for an hour (0.37𝑘𝑊 ∗
3600𝑠𝑒𝑐

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
= 1332

𝑘𝐽

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
) is huge 

enough not to be possible to be neglected. 

2) Correction 
There are 2 reasons for the experienced leakages: in some 

parts of the pneumatic network shorter than necessary pipes are 
used causing unsatisfactory connection due to entering the 
valve controllers in bad angles resulting in leaks so big they 
can even be heard. The other issue is a passive consumption of 
the valves even in closed state. Fixing these issues was done by 
disconnecting the valves not relevant to this research and the 
usage of a single long pipe from the filter. 

3) Second examination in idle state 
After the explained modifications I repeated the measuring. 

By using the optimal pipe this leakage was almost perfectly 
fixed. Now with only one valve controller’s passive 
consumption 3 cycles took 1 hour 22 minutes 37 seconds 
(4957s). Just like before I calculated the time of one cycle: 
4957𝑠/3 ≈ 1652𝑠  (27 minutes 30 seconds) and just like 
before averaged the fill time resulting in 75s. Making the same 
calculations like before: 75𝑠 ∗ 1.1𝑘𝑊 = 82.5𝑘𝐽 is the energy 

required for one cycle. Ratio of time of operation is 
75𝑠

1652𝑠
≈

4.54%. For one hour it would be 60𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗ 4.54% ≈ 2.7𝑚𝑖𝑛 in 

average. Finally: 2.7
𝑚𝑖𝑛

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
∗ 60

𝑠𝑒𝑐

𝑚𝑖𝑛
∗ 1.1𝑘𝑊 ≈ 178.2

𝑘𝐽

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
 is 

the hourly averaged consumption. Still huge, more than 10% of 
the pump on full load for an hour.  

Since the calculated energy is due to the air usage of the 
valve only and not the piping system anymore it will be 
integrated into the overall consumption of the valve. 

B. Modifications made in the piping 

In the original layout of the continuous technology demo 
system the Pedrollo PQ 60 cannot be operated because – as it 
can be seen in the references – the inlet and outlet connections 
of the pumps are different both in size and relative position. As 
a solution I built a bypass route for the second pump. The inlet 

of the Grundfos and both the in- and outlet of the Pedrollo 
pump can be closed with a built-in ball-valve. Due to the nature 
of these valves there is no pressure loss on them – contrary to 
the 100% open main pneumatic valve. Figure 1 shows the new 
layout. The figure was made in the DeltaV Operate Configure 
which is designed for making user interfaces for operators. 
There are 2 unmentioned devices shown on the figure which 
are the flow meters: Rosemount 8800D vortex and Rosemount 
8732E magnetic flowmeter. 

C. DeltaV 

There were many mentions about DeltaV, the distributed 
control system (DCS) developed by Emerson. The available 
continuous technology demo system’s devices are integrated 
into a network under this DCS. There are 5 types of 
communication between the devices and the controller (for the 
devices of the research, not including the ones with FF and 
Profibus DP, PA): discrete input and output signals for the 
controlling of the Grundfos pump and the VFD, HART 
protocol for the valve controller and flow transmitters 
(Rosemount 8732E and 8800D) and analog 4..20mA output for 
the VFD. Previously it was mentioned that the electrical energy 
metering is done in 3 different configurations. Changing 
between these 3 happens by multiplexing, changing only one 
parameter to be easy and fast for later. These 3 configurations 
are tested with 4 different algorithms. Changing between these 
is also done by multiplexing, modifying only one parameter 
(this time the selected flow rate determines the set point for a 
PID algorithms and that PID will solve the problem of differing 
characteristics and scales of devices). The algorithms are 
programmed in sequential function chart (SFC). 

1) Constant behaviour 
First of all I want to test a static state where the flow rate is 

550l/h (this is a known proper value for the capacity of the 
Grundfos pump in the demo system). This flowrate is 
considered to be constant with a good approximation. The 
expected time of this test is 55 minutes (2 cycles of the 
compressor) Major noises are not expected. 

2) Linear behaviour 
In order to check the reaction of both systems in a linear 

operating mode I will set the system to have a flow rate of 
300l/h and modify it with a constant first derivative until 550l/h 
and then back and forth again using the RateLimit function.  

3) Smoothened stepped flow 
For testing of reactions in more rapid changes – but without 

drastic changes – I will use the Lead-Lag (LL) function which 
is used to avoid undesired frequency answers. The goal will be 
to have the 300l/h flow rate as a starting value again and then 
jump to 425l/h and then to 550l/h and start again with the 
smoothening of the LL. This function’s behavior is moving the 
output to the (goal-previous value) to 63% in the time specified 
in the Lead parameter. 

4) Direct stepped flow 
Operation is expected to be similar to the previous but 

without the smoothening. In this case the PID will get only the 
3 values one after another.  

1. Figure Piping 
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D. Measurement of energy consumption 

In order to calculate the overall energy consumption, the 
consumption of the previously mentioned devices had to be 
measured. This means the 2 pumps, VFD, and compressor. 
Despite the fact that the control system requires power supply 
as well I am neglecting it since power usage is almost identical 
in the different configurations except the new 4..20 mA signal 
for the VFD. This signal compared to the power of the pump or 
the compressor (0.4W to 370W, 1100W) is clearly negligible. 

For measuring I’m going to use WAGO products. A 
PFC100-CS-2ETH-ECO controller [14] with 750-494 3-Phase 
Power Measurement Module [15] which can be used to either 
measure 3 separate single-phase supplies or one three-phase 
supply. The information from these devices will be sent to the 
DeltaV controller to make logging and visualizing on one 
operator picture possible. 

V. SUMMARY, EVALUATION, FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

The research as explained before has no measured 
outcomes yet but some expected results can be summarized. 
Results from benchmarking clearly make me to expect the 
VFD controlled pump configuration to have a way lower 
energy consumption. 

Furthermore it is foreseeable that the flow rate change 
achieved by the pump causes a lower water hammer. On the 
other hand in case of emergency the valve will mean a more 
secure and rapid stopping of the flow thus it is not advised to 
totally emit the valve from the pipes.  

As a possible development I can consider measuring the 
usage of air more accurately. In the current strategy the air 
consumption is estimated. However it could be measured with 
a turbine gas flow meter built into the pneumatic piping 
network. This could be automated and would be considerably 
more accurate than looking at the pointer on the analog display 
attached to the compressor. Accurate logging of such values 
would also be useful. 
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